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THE GROWING BUSINESS
The Agrimaster Company is based in Molinella in the industrial
North of Italy where they have developed a high level of excellence
in flail mower production over the last 35 years. By listening to the
requirements of end users in amenity and agriculture for
performance and reliability, Agrimaster designed and built mowers
with exceptionally large diameter rollers and rotor shafts with flails
spread across 8 rows. The reduced power requirement and extra
strength of Agrimaster design has made them popular in many
countries throughout the world.
The success of the flail mower range resulted in customers
requesting the same high standards in other equipment, so that
today the Agrimaster range includes arm mounted verge mowers
and hedgecutters. The flail mower range has been extended in
recent years to include oversized models used in the maintenance
of wide areas of land in many developing countries.
The innovative designs and the efficient and environmentally
friendly production methods have been recognised by the many
awards and quality certification in Italy and the consistent success
of the company is a clear indication of its superior product range.

Top quality products at affordable prices was the basis of the
Weaving Machinery company when it was founded in 1983 and
these objectives are equally important in this family run company
today. The best value and performance products are sourced from
specialist suppliers throughout Europe whilst the Evesham based
factory designs and builds a range of advanced equipment for the
agricultural market.
Its consistent long term relationships with customers and suppliers
are a measure of the Weaving commitment to the markets it serves.
The bond with Agrimaster has grown over the last 15 years helping
the success of Weaving Machinery spread beyond the UK.
After sales service has been a major factor in the Companies
exceptional growth for more than 30 years and can be depended
on without concern. A skilled team of service engineers and a
committed parts department ensure that Weaving products will
meet their customers every expectation over the extended period
of its working life.
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XB Rear Mounted Flail Mower

XB Rear Mounted Flail Mower
The versatile XB mower is light enough for use with compact tractors of between
15 and 35HP yet robust enough to cut and mulch everything from long grass,
pruning's and briars up to 10mm thick. The full width 140mm diameter rear roller
not only gives accurate cutting height control but leaves an attractive striped
finish. The manual side shift adjustment makes safe and easy work of cutting
alongside fences and ditches. The triple V belt drive absorbs shock loads while
the over-run gearbox protects the tractor PTO system for continuous reliability.
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Model

Power Req Weight

Cutting Width

Price

XB 130

15bhp

200Kg

132cm

£1,680

XB 150

20bhp

228Kg

153cm

£1,750

XB 180

25bhp

260Kg

180cm

£1,890
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XB Rear Mounted Flail Mower
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XL Offsetting Flail Mower

XL Offsetting Flail Mower
The ideal flail mower for trimming roadside verges, ditches and embankments.
The XL can be used behind the tractor or hydraulically offset to operate outside
the tractor rear wheel. The cutting head can be angled from vertical for siding
hedges to 45° downwards into ditches at the touch of a lever. A hydraulic safety
break-back system prevents collision damage. The tractor requires 2 individual
spool valves and a 540 PTO speed.
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Model

Power Req Weight

Cutting Width

Price

XL 130

20bhp

700Kg

132cm

£2,680

XL 150

25bhp

800Kg

153cm

£3,100

XL 180

30bhp

900Kg

180cm

£3,300
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Giraffe Hedge Trimmer

Giraffe Hedge Trimmer
Where a neat finish in hedges up to 2cm thick is required, the versatile Giraffe
cutterbar hedgecutter has no equal. The hydraulically driven 1.22M blade
reciprocates 300 times a minute to give a clean cut and a high work rate. The
articulated arm allows a wide range of cutting positions from below tractor width
to giving a flat top cut on hedges 2.8M high. Tractors require a hydraulic output
of not less than 3-4 Litres/min at a pressure of over 189 bar.
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Model

Weight

Cutting Thickness

Giraffe

182Kg

2cm
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Price
£3,829

Giraffe Hedge Trimmer
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Green Shark Hedge Cutter

Green Shark Hedgecutter
Designed specifically for use with compact tractors with a minimum weight
of 1,200Kg, the Green Shark range will mow ditches down to 2.8M below
ground level and trim hedges up to 5.9M above ground level with a 120cm
cutting width. While small in weight, the Green Shark is big in features that
include a safety breakaway system to protect arms from accidental damage.
The belt drive system absorbs any shock loads to the high speed flail rotor
and hydraulic motor.
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Model Max Cutting Max Sideways Max Down
Height
Reach
Bank Reach

Price

320-80

3.8M

3.2M

1.50M

£4,800

400-100

4.8M

4.07M

2.08M

£5,000

500-120

5.9M

5.47M

2.85M

£6,400
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Contact us:
E F Weaving Ltd.
Chadbury, Evesham, Worcestershire. WR11 4TX
Telephone:
Fax:

(+44) 01386 49155
(+44) 01386 49156

Website:

www.weavingmachinery.net

Edward Weaving:
Carl Humphries:
Simon Weaving:
Mike Lane:
Edward Pocock:
Trevor Brotherton:

07831 245 456
07968 315 749 (Sales)
07984 054 918 (Sales)
07768 936 661 (Service)
07815 556 501 (Service)
07970 928 535 (Parts)

Terms & Conditions
All prices are recommended retail prices (ex-works).

Our payment terms are on delivery unless otherwise agreed at time
of order.

All prices are exclusive of VAT.
All goods remain the property of E F Weaving Ltd until paid for in full.
In accordance with our policy of continued product development, all
prices, sizes, weights and specifications shown on all literature
(including price lists) are subject to change without prior notice or
obligation.
All goods are shown ex-works and will be subject to specific carriage
charges at time of despatch.

Machine warranty is for 12 months from date of delivery unless specified
to the contrary at time of order (some have longer),
provided
the
machine is being used in accordance with the manufacturers
instructions. No warranty repairs to be carried out without prior authority
of E F Weaving Ltd, so we may assess and send in our engineers if
necessary.
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